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Disclaimers & Forward looking statements
This proprietary presentation (the “Presentation”) is given for general informational purposes only and shall be kept strictly confidential. Until a Definitive Agreement is 
executed and delivered, there shall be no legal obligations owed by either party of any kind whatsoever (other than those relating to confidentiality) with respect to any of the 
material contained in the Presentation. The term “Definitive Agreement” shall mean a legally binding agreement setting forth the terms and conditions and other provisions 
relating to any transaction. All of the information contained in the Presentation is subject to further modification and any and all forecasts, projections or forward-looking 
statements contained herein shall not be relied upon as facts nor relied upon as any representation of future results which may materially vary from such projections and 
forecasts. You should obtain your own independent advice on the accounting and tax aspects of the proposed solution outlined in this Presentation. You agree that you are 
not relying and will not rely on any communication (written or oral) of Marianna Naturals Corp (“MC”) as investment advice or as a recommendation to enter into any 
transaction, and that you are capable of assessing the merits of and understanding (on your own behalf or through independent professional advice), and should you enter 
into a Definitive Agreement with MC, you will do so because you understand and accept, the terms and conditions and risks (including but not limited to economic, 
competitive, operational, accounting and tax risks) of such transaction. MC does not in any way warrant, represent or guarantee the accounting or tax results of the 
transaction described in the Presentation nor does it hold itself out as a legal, tax or accounting advisor to any party. Nothing contained herein is in any way intended by MC 
to offer, solicit and/or market any security or any securities related product which MC is otherwise prohibited by United States, or any other applicable laws, rules, 
regulations, or guidelines from offering, soliciting, or marketing.

David Arquette, actor & producer

Hollywood loves 
Marianna Naturals' 
beauty products.



• The global skin care and beauty products market size is projected to reach 
over USD 750 billion by 2025 expanding at a CAGR of 4.4%

• The global CBD market size is expected to reach USD 23.6 billion by
2025, expanding at a CAGR of 22.2%

• The global Functional Mushroom market size is projected to reach USD
24850 million by 2026, from USD 23430 million in 2020, at a CAGR of
5.6% during 2021-2026.

Skincare & Beauty

CBD

Functional Mushrooms

About Us
Marianna Naturals ® was born from our belief that the world deserves 100% natural skincare and 
cosmetics without the use of chemical preservatives. Producing CBD & Non-CBD products that 
are hand-made fresh at our facilities in the USA, and are always Cruelty-Free, Paraben-Free, 
and Sulfate-Free.

Global Market Size by Sector

• Over 120 SKUS (Lotions, Eyegels, Moisturizers, Topicals, Soaps, Shampoo, Tattoo Cream, SPF, Hand
Sanitizer, Surface cleaner, Serums, Facial Scrubs)

• Each product can be infused with CBD with white-label & private-label capabilities

• Marianna Naturals signs SaaS agreement with Perfect Corp. integrating AI(Artificial Intelligence) &
AR(Augmented Reality) technology into their corporate sites announcing a real-time skin diagnostic tool.

• Marianna Naturals signs CBD health & wellness beverage agreement with BevCanna Inc. (C:BEV)

• July 2020, the company launches their new Superior Functional Mushroom product line (skincare products
infused with Reishi & Chaga mushrooms) purchases www.mushroombrands.com and launches website.

Highlights

Shiseido announced Tuesday that it will 
spend $845 million to acquire Drunk 
Elephant, the female-founded clean 
beauty brand that has become one of the 
fastest-growing prestige skin-care 
companies in history. Tiffany Masterson  
founded Drunk Elephant in Houston in 
2012 while she was a stay-at-home mom 
of four. With the help of a contract chemist, 
Masterson developed serums and creams 
formulated without what she deemed as 
the “suspicious six” ingredients: essential 
oils, drying alcohols, silicones, chemical 
sunscreens, fragrances and sodium lauryl 
sulfate. Early on, Masterson’s brother-in-
law invested $300,000 and her brother 
also invested an undisclosed amount and 
became president. Drunk Elephant is now 
one of the top-selling brands at Sephora, 
its exclusive brick-and-mortar retailer. 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/
chloesorvino/2019/10/08/hot-skincare-
brand-drunk-elephant-sells-for-845-
million-minting-founder-a-fortune/
#10a8084d5140

The luxury skin-care brand founded by 
Vicky Tsai 10 years ago is popular at 
retailers like Sephora for its high-end 
creams, mists, cleansers and exfoliators 
that draw on Japanese tradition and 
ingredients, it has seen rapid growth and 
impressive sales over the past several 
years in particular. For Victoria Tsai, what 
started as a hunt for a solution to her own 
skin-care troubles turned into a multi-
million dollar beauty business. A decade 
after founding the skin-care brand, Tatcha, 
Tsai is selling her company to the 
consumer goods giant Unilever. https://
www.inc.com/dan-whateley/tatcha-
victoria-tsai-unilever-acquisition-
inc5000.html

• Hot Skin-Care Brand Drunk
Elephant Sells For$845 Million,
Minting Founder A Fortune

• Unilever acquires skin-care
brand Tatcha for a reported
$500 Million

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-skin-care-products-market

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-cannabidiol-cbd-market
http://www.wicz.com/story/42365040/functional-mushroom-market-size-2020-analysis-
by-cagr-of-56-industry-share-business-strategies-emerging-demands-growth-rate-recent-trends-opportunity
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AR Skin Diagnostics
Real-time Skin Analysis & Product Recommendation

Advanced Camera Technologies For Facial Analysis
• AI Trained 3D Facial Recognition with real-time tracking
• 106-point real-time facial landmarks to recognize users facial features
• Visual computing to generate real-time facial 3D live mesh with 3900

meshes
• AI Deep-Learning technology for demographic and facial expressions

analysis
• AI skin analysis for product recommendation
• User receives full analysis report and product list
• Share photos through social network
• Detect & scan (spots, wrinkles, texture, dark circles, moisture level, oil

control, redness containment and dehydration)

Real-time Live Camera Skin Diagnostic Tool 
with instant detection and detailed analysis
Customers can easily analyze their skin using 
their desktop computer or mobile phone 
camera, eliminating the need for specialized 
tools. 
• Consumers can feel confident as their skin

improves day-by-day thanks to the accurate
detection of skin problems.



"We're very pleased to add a highly successful brand like Marianna to our growing portfolio of white-label partners," said John Campbell, Chief Strategic Officer at 
Bevcanna. "The proposed partnership fits well with our strategy of building out this vertical and our goal of achieving a consistent revenue stream for the business."
Bevcanna will become the exclusive Canadian manufacturing and distribution partner for Marianna's new line of CBD-based wellness beverages.
https://www.stockwatch.com/News/Item?bid=Z-C%3aBEV-2930321&symbol=BEV&region=C

*Bottle image is for visual rendering only. The final product may be different.*



FACTS: The study of mushrooms has been 
extensively researched for years with 
incredible benefits for your skin.  Not only do 
they improve anti-aging but the brightness of 
your skin, the elasticity and it stimulates 
collagen and has anti-inflammatory and 
antioxidant properties.

NEW PRODUCT LINE
Launching 3 new products including a 
unisex serum, eye cream and facial scrub. 
The mushroom extracts included in the 
formulations are Reishi, Chaga and 
Rooibos Leaf Extract. With an ever-
emerging trend and demand for products 
that contain mushrooms; the Marianna 
Naturals product formulation and R&D team 
completed the products by working around 
the clock.  

• Marianna Naturals purchases the domain
name www.mushroombrands.com

Functional Mushroom Product Line



www.mariannacorp.com

The Team
Joel Hernandez-DeBellefeuille-President, CEO, Director & Co-Founder of Marianna Naturals Corp.
Mr. Joel Hernandez-DeBellefeuille is an experienced entrepreneur, businessman and founder of Just3 (www.just3.ca) ; a boutique consulting firm 
providing strategic business solutions for private and public companies. He is the founder of www.bullstocks.ca a digital media site that raises 
awareness for publicly-traded companies and www.roadshows.ca a firm that organizes corporate roadshows in Montreal, Toronto & Vancouver 
introducing public companies to some of Canada's most influential investors and banking professionals. He is also sits on the Board of Directors of 
Primo Nutraceuticals a public company listed on the CSE. Hernandez-DeBellefeuille has an independent role as VP of Corporate Development for a 
leading cannabis co-packing and manufacturing facility. Mr. Hernandez-DeBellefeuille’s responsibility is for consulting brands on the development of 
various types of premium CBD products (beverages, gel caps, edibles, waters, lotions, creams & topicals); as well as solidifying strategic partnerships, 
while ensuring the early growth of the company helping with marketing and capital raises. He is a strong advocate for Human Rights and has appeared 
in and been featured on Global Television, CBC News, CJAD, The Montréal Gazette, The Canadian Press, CTV News, 98.5FM with Bénoit Dutrizac, 
The Aaron Rand Show, Newstalk Radio with Co-host Sharman Yarnell, La Presse, The Huffington Post, The Globe & Mail, Vice; as well as a sitting as 
a professional panelist for an accredited law class at McGill University.

Heather Marianna-Chairwoman, Director & Co-Founder Marianna Naturals & Founder of Beauty Kitchen
Ms. Heather Marianna, a skilled entrepreneur, has successfully grown and managed all operations of the business, always profitably, and with zero 
debt. Ms. Marianna sky rocketed to popularity with the launch of her Beauty Kitchen YouTube series in 2012 where she showcased simple, do-it-
yourself beauty recipes made with common kitchen household ingredients. Ms. Marianna starred on Bravo’s luxury-travel series, “Tour Group” in 2015 
and was featured on Oxygen’s “My Super Shopping Addiction” in addition to appearing on several episodes of MTV’s “Teen Mom OG.”  

Seth Bayles-US Corporate Counsel
Mr. Seth Bayles is a Corporate Attorney with over ten years experience practicing in the areas of finance, technology, and commercial contracts.
He has negotiated and drafted complex commercial, SaaS, vendor, channel, and other technology-related agreements. He has his B.A. in Economics 
and History from Brandeis University, his J.D. from the Emory University School of Law, and his LL.M. from the Georgetown University Law Center.

Issued and Outstanding: 38,602,750   Type: Class A Common Shares

Options: 400,000   Warrants: N/A  Total Warrants: N/A

Insider Position: 85%

ISIN: CA56671R1001

CUSIP: 56671R1001
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